I was born in 1927 in Honan Province, China, and raised in a little British treaty port on the Gulf of Chihli, a few miles south of where the Great Wall runs into the sea. The summers there were glorious, with lots of happy visitors to liven up my days, but the icebound winters were lonely and dull, and dragged on forever. My quiet, serene sister Ursula, didn't seem bothered by the boredom, but it drove me nuts. To lighten the days, I dreamed up all types of mischief, and soon got used to my British father calling me a "cheeky brat." I guess, in the States, Mother's homeland, cheek today would be synonymous with sass, and everyone knows the meaning of that. But serendipity sometimmes needs to be clarified. I think my favorite definition is from The New Oxford American Dictionary: "the occurrence and developent of events by chance in a happy or benficial way." What better word to described my life so far?
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